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The dual nature of the BOLD signal: Responses in visual area
hMT+ reflect both input properties and perceptual decision
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Abstract
Neuroimaging studies have suggested that hMT+ encodes global motion interpreta-
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tion, but this contradicts the notion that BOLD activity mainly reflects neuronal
input. While measuring fMRI responses at 7 Tesla, we used an ambiguous moving
stimulus, yielding the perception of two incoherently moving surfaces—component
motion—or only one coherently moving surface—pattern motion, to induce perceptual fluctuations and identify perceptual organization size-matched domains in hMT
+. Then, moving gratings, exactly matching either the direction of component or pattern motion percepts of the ambiguous stimulus, were shown to the participants to
investigate whether response properties reflect the input or decision. If hMT+
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responses reflect the input, component motion domains (selective to incoherent percept) should show grating direction stimulus-dependent changes, unlike pattern
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motion domains (selective to the coherent percept). This hypothesis is based on the
known direction-selective nature of inputs in component motion perceptual domains
versus non-selectivity in pattern motion perceptual domains. The response amplitude
of pattern motion domains did not change with grating direction (consistently with
their non-selective input), in contrast to what happened for the component motion
domains (consistently with their selective input). However, when we analyzed relative ratio measures they mirrored perceptual interpretation. These findings are consistent with the notion that patterns of BOLD responses reflect both sensory input
and perceptual read-out.
KEYWORDS

ambiguous visual motion, BOLD mechanisms, direction-selective input, perceptual bistability
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I N T RO DU CT I O N

interpretations, depending on the integration or segregation of visual
cues. This phenomenon, known as multistable visual perception

During continuous observation of a physically unchanging ambiguous

(Attneave, 1971; Leopold & Logothetis, 1999; Sterzer, Kleinschmidt, &

stimulus, visual perception may alternate between competing

Rees, 2009), allows us to experimentally dissect neuronal mechanisms
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related to perceptual interpretation from the ones related to the

perception of ambiguous motion was used here. Ambiguous moving

nature of visual input. Its study offers powerful insights into mecha-

stimuli can be constructed from superimposed gratings, such as the

nisms of visual awareness, perceptual organization, and decision

moving

(Blake, Brascamp, & Heeger, 2014; Blake & Logothetis, 2002; Crick &

et al., 2002; Rust et al., 2006; Sousa et al., 2018). Observers' percep-

Koch, 1998; Pomerantz & Kubovy, 1981).

tion spontaneously switches between an incoherent percept (compo-

plaids

(Adelson

&

Movshon,

1982;

Castelo-Branco

Brain activity measured with functional magnetic resonance imag-

nent motion), segregating the visual cues in two moving surfaces, and

ing (fMRI) includes response patterns that may be sensory and/or per-

a coherent percept (pattern motion), integrating the visual cues as one

ceptually driven (Bartels, Logothetis, & Moutoussis, 2008; Logothetis,

single moving surface. However, the highly overlapped local motion

Pauls, Augath, Trinath, & Oeltermann, 2001). Accordingly, understand-

contours of this type of stimuli may artefactually bias the influence of

ing the contribution of each one to the cortical response to visual stim-

local mechanisms on neuronal responses and perception (Adelson &

uli, as measured with fMRI, is of great interest. It has been suggested

Bergen, 1985; Adelson & Movshon, 1982; Alais, Wenderoth, &

that neuronal populations within the extrastriate cortex may alter their

Burke, 1994). Thus, here we have used a roof-shaped ambiguous

activity according to the perceptual interpretation of an observed stim-

moving stimulus in a non-overlapping configuration whereby 1D com-

ulus, rather than its physical properties (Leopold & Logothetis, 1999;

ponents are presented to each visual hemifield (Wallach, 1935;

Sterzer et al., 2009). In the visual motion perception domain, it was ini-

Wuerger, Shapley, & Rubin, 1996), thereby requiring long-range inte-

tially suggested, based on animal studies, that there are both neurons in

gration. Accordingly, pattern or component motion requires inter-

early visual processing streams reflecting the perceptual experience

hemispheric binding or segregation, respectively (Sousa et al., 2019).

and neurons reflecting the nature of the retinal input (Logothetis &

Animal and human-based fMRI studies have suggested the exis-

Schall, 1989). However, more recently, it was shown that the same cell

tence of functional domains selective to pattern or component motion

can carry both types of signals depending upon the exact type of stimu-

perception within hMT+ (Purushothaman & Bradley, 2005; Schneider

lus conflict (Maier, Logothetis, & Leopold, 2007). These questions are

et al., 2019). We hypothesized that the neuronal response of these

here explored taking advantage of high-field fMRI, which enhances the

perceptual sub-domains' to different directions of motion depends on

possibility of detecting functionally homogeneous neuronal ensembles

their neuronal input profile. This prediction is based on the notion that

that constitute fundamental computational units in the brain. It is par-

hMT+ cells that signal pattern motion are distinguished by having con-

ticularly suited to investigate motion domains within the human visual

vergent excitatory input from component-selective cells with a wide

motion complex (hMT+) (Emmerling et al., 2016; Schneider et al., 2019;

range of preferred directions (Rust et al., 2006). Figure 1 depicts the

Zimmermann et al., 2011). Importantly, this also allows us to investigate

variable tuning curves of strongly direction-selective neurons that

the nature of the blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) signal

converge to pattern-selective neurons preferring the vertical motion.

response, and to which extent it reflects regional input. The hMT+

This broad range of input directions for pattern selective cells con-

region contains component neurons, which receive direction-selective

trasts with component cells and their inputs, which are strongly

input, and pattern-neuron populations, in which input comprises multi-

direction-selective given the strong direction-selective input from V1

ple directions (Movshon & Newsome, 1996; Orban, Kennedy, &

(Movshon & Newsome, 1996; Orban et al., 1986). We have also

Bullier, 1986; Rust, Mante, Simoncelli, & Movshon, 2006). Here, we

hypothesized that the relative response ratio profiles of such domains

hypothesized that if hMT+ responses reflect the neuronal input,

convey relevant information to what extent hMT+ response to local

component-neuron domains should show stimulus-dependent changes,

grating stimuli predicts global percepts.
In this work, we mapped functional sub-domains within hMT+

unlike pattern-neuron populations.
hMT+ activity has been shown to reflect global motion perceptual

related to coherent and incoherent motion interpretations. We found

content (Castelo-Branco et al., 2002). Furthermore, the conscious

that when tested with different axes of motion, the response ampli-

experience of a specific motion axis was recently demonstrated to be

tude of each one is in agreement with the hMT+ input contribution

related to the level of activity in direction-selective clusters of this

for each percept, whereas the ratio of activity between both revealed

brain region (Schneider et al., 2019). Here, we investigated to what

the content of perception. Thus, we suggest that, based on different

extent the hMT+ response, as measured by fMRI, reflects the sensory

metrics, both the sensory input and the perceptual output can be dec-

input and/or the perceptual output of visual motion. This remains an

oded from these functional domains.

outstanding question given the two following observations: (a) fMRI
signals reflect mainly synaptic activity and are strongly correlated with
local field potential (LFP) signals (Logothetis et al., 2001); (b) it has

2

METHODS

|

been shown that the tuning of LFP signals in primate MT and MST
(which in humans jointly correspond to hMT+) mainly reflects the

2.1

|

Participants

component selectivity of the inputs of these regions (in particular
from V1), instead of global motion direction (Khawaja, Tsui, &

Ten healthy participants (six males; 28.7 ± 7.6 years; 9 right-handed)

Pack, 2009).

with normal or corrected-to-normal vision participated in this study.

In order to investigate to which extent fMRI signals reflect input
processing versus perceptual output, a paradigm of bistable visual

Participants gave informed consent and were paid for their
participation.
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F I G U R E 1 Pattern-selective cells receive
highly variable motion direction-selective
inputs. (a) The same vertical pattern direction
vector is consistent with the activation of
inputs (gray vectors) with variable directional
tuning. (b) Two distinct stimuli yielding the
same type of pattern direction irrespective of
component motion. (c) Pairs of distinct tuning
curves from component-selective input
neurons leading to similar pattern direction
(vertical)

All experimental procedures followed the principles expressed in
the Declaration of Helsinki and were conducted with approval from

MATLAB. Statistical analyses were performed with the IBM (Armank,
169 NY) SPSS Statistics 22.0 software package.

the Ethical Committees of Coimbra University and the Faculty of Psychology and Neuroscience of Maastricht University.

2.3
2.2

|

Experimental design

2.3.1

Stimuli

|
|

hMT+ functional localizer

All participants performed an ambiguous visual motion perception

Eight visual motion conditions (both directions of motion along axes

task during which behavioral and fMRI data were acquired. The scan-

of 0 , 45 , 90 , and 135 ) were randomly interleaved with a no-

ning session included the acquisition of a standard structural MRI

motion condition and repeated nine times across three stimulation

sequence and fMRI data (hMT+ functional localizer and ambiguous

runs with 196 volumes each. Motion conditions consisted of black

stimulus presentation). Prior to the scanning, a familiarization session

moving lines on a white background (contrast: 100%; motion speed:

was performed offline. It helped participants to get used to the ambig-

3 /s; duty cycle: 6%; spatial frequency: 0.6 cycle/ ; stimulus visual

uous stimulus and allowed us to verify whether robust perceptual

angle: 11 × 10 – horizontal × vertical). A central blue cross (visual

bistability was present. The minimum average duration of 6 s per each

angle: 0.2 ) at the center of the image was used as a fixation target.

type of motion percept was set as eligibility criteria for the imaging

During the no-motion condition, only the fixation target was shown.

study.

Each condition lasted 8 s. The design of the localizer stimulus is based

Stimuli were created with MATLAB (version 2016a; The

on a previous experiment where it was shown that brain responses to

Mathworks, Inc.), using the Psychophysics Toolbox version 3.0 exten-

different axes of motion are mainly confined to the MT portion of the

sions (Brainard, 1997), and displayed on a screen located 99 cm away

hMT+ complex (Zimmermann et al., 2011).

from the participant (screen size: 17.2 × 10.4 [horizontal × vertical];
stimuli size: 11 × 10 ; projection display: resolution of 1920 × 1080
and refresh rate of 60 Hz). Imaging data were acquired with a Siemens

2.3.2

|

Ambiguous visual motion

MAGNETOM 7 T scanner (Siemens; Erlangen, Germany) and a
32-channel head-coil (Nova Medical Inc.; Wilmington, MA) accessible

A roof-shaped ambiguous moving stimulus in a non-overlapping con-

at the Faculty of Psychology and Neuroscience of Maastricht Univer-

figuration whereby 1D components are presented to each visual

sity facilities. A response box device compatible with the magnetic

hemifield was used (Figure 2a). The perceived pattern of motion

resonance system was used to collect the perceptual reports from

(Figure 2b) alternated between coherent (the stimulus was perceived

participants (Current Designs, 4-button response device, Philadelphia).

as a single roof-shaped surface covering both hemifields and moving

Data processing and analyses were performed using BrainVoyager QX

downward) and incoherent (the stimulus was perceived as two sepa-

(version 2.8.4; Brain Innovation, Maastricht, The Netherlands) and

rate surfaces, one in each visual hemifield, moving inward).
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run), preceded by periods of 10–16 s with the static roof-shaped
figure.

2.4

Imaging data acquisition and processing

|

A T1-weighted magnetization prepared rapid acquisition gradient
echo (3D-MPRAGE) sequence was applied to acquire structural brain
images for anatomical reference (256 sagittal slices; isotropic resolution of 0.6 mm; repetition time (TR) = 3100 ms; echo time
(TE) = 2.52 ms; flip angle = 5 ; matrix = 384 × 384). Additionally, graF I G U R E 2 Components of the ambiguous stimulus. A roofshaped ambiguous moving stimulus in a non-overlapping
configuration whereby 1D components are presented to each visual
hemifield was used in this study (a). The 1D moving components
could be perceived as two separate surfaces, one in each visual
hemifield (incoherent percept—component motion) or integrated as a
single roof-shaped surface covering both hemifields (coherent
percept—pattern motion) (b). Arrows depict the direction of the
ambiguous components (top) and of the overall integrated pattern
motion (bottom). The amplified difference in phase in (b) represents
only a perceptual feature of the illusion, as the physical stimulus was
constant

dient echo proton-density images (same parameters as 3D-MPRAGE,
except TR = 1440 ms) were acquired for intensity inhomogeneities
correction. High-resolution functional images were then acquired
using T2-weighted gradient echo echo-planar imaging (2D GE-EPI)
(28 slices; isotropic resolution of

0.8 mm;

TR =

2000 ms;

TE = 25.6 ms; flip angle = 69 ; matrix = 186 × 186). Five functional
volumes with reverse encoding direction were also acquired to correct
for EPI distortions. Furthermore, an initial slice positioning run was
required to ensure the functional coverage of hMT+ (39 coronal
slices; isotropic resolution of 1.6 mm; TR = 2000 ms; TE = 17.2 ms;
flip angle = 70 ; matrix = 88 × 88). The stimulation protocol of this
run was as described in previous studies (Emmerling et al., 2016;

The stimulus design was based on the original description of Wal-

Huk & Heeger, 2002; Zimmermann et al., 2011).

lach (Wallach, 1935; Wuerger et al., 1996). It consisted of oblique

Anatomical data were corrected for spatial intensity inhomogene-

black lines equally separated forming an inverted V-shape on a white

ities based on proton density information (Van de Moortele

background continuously moving (orientation: ±25 relative to x-axis;

et al., 2009) and interpolated to an isotropic resolution of 0.8 mm

contrast: 100%; motion speed: 3 /s; duty cycle: 6%; spatial frequency:

using sinc-weighted interpolation to match the resolution of the func-

0.6 cycle/ ; stimulus visual angle: 11 × 10 – horizontal × vertical)

tional images. Then, data were normalized to AC-PC space

with a central blue fixation cross (visual angle: 0.2 ). In order to opti-

(Talairach & Tournoux, 1988). 3D body motion correction, aligning all

mize the presence of more stable percepts, the stimulus was prepared

subsequent functional runs to the closest one to the anatomical scans,

with a slight offset of 0.06 between the two 1D components, and

and temporal high-pass filtering (GLM-Fourier with two cycles sine/

the line terminations on the stimulus border were smoothed using a

cosine per run, including linear trend removal) were applied to the

mask with a central aperture (9.9 × 10 ), superimposed on the roof-

functional data. Possible distortions were also corrected, based on

shaped surface (Lorenceau & Shiffrar, 1992). The mask was prepared

information of recorded functional volumes with opposite phase

using a bi-dimensional squared Gaussian kernel (width and height:

encoding (Andersson, Skare, & Ashburner, 2003). The functional

0.6 ± 0.3 ). Participants fixated the central cross, leading to relatively

images were then co-registered to the 3D anatomical data.

independent stimulus processing in each visual hemifield.
Importantly, our stimulus was physically constant, with unchanging luminance, and without perceptual bias related to motion energy.

2.5

Data analysis

|

It was designed to reduce the contrast of intersections/terminations.
In fact, in our case, the contrast is zero, and there are no intersections

2.5.1

|

Behavioral data analysis

but just terminations. We used the strategy explained by (Stoner &
Albright, 1996) to avoid luminance artifacts and unambiguous motion

Participants' reports were analyzed to study bistable perceptual

information. Luminance confounds might lead to a “blob tracking

dynamics. The mean duration of each percept and the perceptual

mechanism” that was minimized in our experiment, given the null con-

switch probability across time were estimated for each individual. The

trast at intersections. Although the stimulus might contain rather small

probability density function of percept duration was applied using a

Fourier components away from component motion energy, they are

time-window from zero to the longest percept duration. Gamma and

not determining the percept, which depends instead on surface segre-

lognormal distributions were fitted to the data using the maximum

gation cues, as previously shown (Stoner & Albright, 1996).

likelihood

Perceptual tests consisted of four runs with 180 volumes each,
with blocks of ambiguous motion for 44 to 90 s (4 repetitions per

method

(Borsellino,

Marco,

Allazetta,

Rinesi,

&

Bartolini, 1972; Zhou, Gao, White, Yao, & Merk, 2004). The goodness
of fit was assessed using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test.
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|

Imaging data analysis

differences in the ratio between incoherent and coherent perceptual
sub-domains responses to each axis of motion was also tested. The

Neuronal responses to the localizer and ambiguous stimuli were

null hypotheses were rejected to p < .05.

assessed by applying a general linear model (GLM) analysis (Kutner
et al., 2005). Predictors for each condition were created by convolving
the stimulation blocks with a standard hemodynamic response func-

3

RE SU LT S

|

tion (Friston, Josephs, Rees, & Turner, 1998). For the localizer runs,
four predictors were created according to each axis of motion of the

3.1

|

Behavioral results

stimulation conditions. In the ambiguous runs, two distinct predictors
were created, representing the two perceptual states reported by the

Participants perceived the ambiguous stimulus as pattern motion

participants. All runs of each stimulation protocol were analyzed

(coherent percept) for periods of 8.35 ± 0.96 s (mean ± SEM) alternat-

together, at the single-subject level, using fixed-effects GLM and

ing with component motion (incoherent percept) during 7.25 ± 0.70 s

including the motion correction parameters as confound predictors.

on average.

Data were normalized with z-transformation and corrected for serial

The gamma and lognormal distributions fit well each percept

correlations with a second-order autoregressive method (Lenoski

duration histogram, as revealed by the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test

et al., 2008). Data from one participant were excluded from imaging

results. The test demonstrated no significant deviation, at p-value = .05,

analysis due to highly unstable percepts.

between the fitted distributions and each percept duration histogram.

in

First, the hMT+ complex was defined per participant as the voxels

Additionally, percept duration histograms are similarly fitted by both

the

distributions (see Figure 3 for an example).

middle

temporal

region

responding

significantly,

at

q (FDR) = 0.05, to the contrast between motion and static conditions
in the localizer. Then, hMT+ sub-domains selective for coherent and
incoherent motion perception were mapped based on the ambiguous
runs. The t map resulting from significant response to each motion

3.2 |
hMT+

Definition of perceptual sub-domains in

percept was created using the static condition as the baseline. hMT+
voxels with a preference for coherent and incoherent percepts were

The hMT+ complex was localized for each participant. The contrast

then determined based on the winner map between both, restricted

between responses to the motion and static conditions of the localizer

to the hMT+ ROIs. Afterward, voxels with the strongest preference

stimulus allowed us to define hMT+ at the right and left hemispheres

for each percept were selected to define the coherent and incoherent

for all participants. The resulting statistical maps revealed clear bilat-

perceptual sub-domains. Perceptual sub-domains were defined to be

eral activations in the expected spatial location of hMT+ (see Figure 4

size-matched, which was determined as the minimum number of

for an example). The defined right and left hMT+ ROIs included on

voxels responding significantly (p ≤ .05) to the contrast between

average 512.89 ± 84.29 and 811.33 ± 102.45 voxels (isotropic resolu-

percepts.

tion 0.8 mm), respectively. Then, the responses to the ambiguous

Finally, we tested the differential responses of each perceptual

stimulus were used to map hMT+ sub-domains selective for each

domain to the exact direction of the ambiguous components, and ver-

motion percept (coherent or incoherent). hMT+ division into voxels

tical pattern motion, resulting from the integration of the two

subsets with higher activation during incoherent or coherent percept

component-directions (Figure 2b). Gratings matching either the direc-

was the basis for defining such perceptual domains (see Figure S1 for

tion of the pattern or the component motion percepts of the ambigu-

an example).

ous stimulus were used. Importantly, the definition of the perceptual

Contrasting each type of motion percept with the static control

sub-domains and directionally varying stimuli conditions used to test

we found that the hMT+ response to coherent and incoherent per-

perceptual domains' responses are independent, as in one case we

cepts was on average 1.41 ± 0.21 and 1.75 ± 0.23 (beta values),

used plaids and in the other gratings, respectively. The hMT+ percep-

respectively. Furthermore, the contrast between both percepts rev-

tual sub-domains response properties were studied to test to what

ealed a higher number of hMT+ voxels with a stronger response dur-

extent the most selective voxels reflected pattern or component neu-

ing the incoherent than the coherent percept (414.20 ± 46.16

ronal inputs.

vs. 212.20 ± 47.15), as expected from the known distribution of component and pattern populations in hMT+. However, not all of them
contributed significantly (p ≤ .05) to differentiate both percepts, which

2.5.3

|

Statistical analysis

is consistent with the notion that these domains are quasi-columnar.
To isolate such quasi-columnar domains, ensuring specificity, and to

Group analyses were performed using a related-sample Wilcoxon

prevent unbalanced analyses between large and small coherent/inco-

signed-rank test. We tested the null hypothesis of no differences in

herent motion domains we identified across all subjects, a set with the

the response of each hMT+ perceptual sub-domain (coherent and

most significant five voxels per hemisphere with larger responses for

incoherent) to grating motion directions corresponding to pattern or

coherent than incoherent percepts. A matched approach was followed

component motion of the ambiguous stimulus. The significance of the

for the domains selective for incoherent percepts.
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F I G U R E 3 Distribution of coherent and
incoherent percepts durations during ambiguous
stimulation. The dots represent the coherent
(a) and incoherent (b) percept duration histograms
from one participant, as an example. Gray and
green lines illustrate gamma and lognormal
distributions fitted to the data, respectively

F I G U R E 4 Example of bilateral hMT+
localization. Activation map resulting from
the contrast between motion and static
conditions during the localizer
experiment. Left and right hMT+ ROIs are
shown at the same statistical threshold
level (q(FDR) = 0.05)

F I G U R E 5 Motion direction selectivity of the hMT+ perceptual domains. Responses in the coherent perceptual domain do not change with
grating direction (consistently with its non-selective input), in contrast with the incoherent perceptual domain (consistently with the selective
nature of inputs in component versus pattern domains). (a) Neuronal responses of the hMT+ perceptual sub-domains to moving gratings matching
pattern or component motion direction (GLM beta values—group average). The perceptual ROIs with a preference for the incoherent percept
responded significantly more to gratings matching the axes of motion of the components of the ambiguous stimulus than to the ones matching its
global pattern of motion (p = .025). Error bars represent ± SEM. (b) hMT+ region contains component neurons, which receive direction-selective
input and pattern-neuron populations, in which input comprises multiple directions. We hypothesized that if hMT+ responses reflect the input,
component-neuron domains should show stimulus-dependent changes, unlike pattern-neuron populations

The incoherent perceptual subdomain exhibited an average beta

perceptual subdomain exhibited an average beta value of 0.44 ± 0.07

estimation of 1.61 ± 0.07 and 0.71 ± 0.05 for the incoherent and

and 1.04 ± 0.09 for

coherent percepts, respectively. On the other hand, the coherent

respectively.

the incoherent and coherent percepts,
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3.3 | Perceptual sub-domains selectivity for
different axes of motion
The neuronal responses of the coherent and incoherent perceptual
sub-domains were tested for the axes of motion of the ambiguous
components and of the two components integration (as in pattern
motion).
The response profiles for axes of motion matching either pattern and component motion varied according to each perceptual
domain (Figure 5). Note that only the incoherent perceptual
domains show modulation of responses (Figure 5a) with gratings of
different directions, as expected from the input-based prediction
that only these should be sensitive to a variation of component
direction (Figure 5b). The domains selective to incoherent perception showed stronger responses for the gratings matching component than pattern motion direction (average beta estimation of
1.13 ± 0.05 and 0.95 ± 0.04, respectively; p = .025). On the other
hand, coherent perceptual domains did not show any differential
response to direction, and responded similarly to the different axes
of motion conditions. In line with the notion that pattern neurons
are not selective to the specific motion of their inputs, the average
beta estimation for the pattern motion direction was 1.03 ± 0.06,

F I G U R E 6 Perceptual sub-domains response ratios. Ratio
between incoherent and coherent perceptual domains responses
(beta values b1 and b2) to moving gratings matching either
component or pattern motion directions. The group values, lower and
higher than one, reveal that coherent domains presented the highest
response ratio for moving gratings matching the pattern motion
direction, whereas incoherent domains presented the highest
response ratio for moving gratings matching the component motion
direction (significant differences with p = .015). Error bars
represent ± SEM

and 1.04 ± 0.07 for the component motion direction (no significant
differences, p = .59).
During ambiguous stimulation, the perceptual dynamics were
consistent with typical gamma and lognormal distributions (Borsellino

3.4

|

Perceptual sub-domains' response ratio

et al., 1972; Duarte, Costa, Martins, & Castelo-Branco, 2017;
Kaneoke, Urakawa, Hirai, Kakigi, & Murakami, 2009; Leopold, Wilke,

We then investigated relative response profiles. When comparing tun-

Maier, & Logothetis, 2002), as expected in the presence of competing

ing properties of both perceptual domains, as depicted in Figure 5, we

neuronal representations (Brascamp, van Ee, Pestman, & van den

found that the highest ratio response to the pattern motion direction

Berg, 2005; Logothetis & Schall, 1989; Zhou et al., 2004). Our percep-

was from the coherent domain (1.03 ± 0.06 vs. 0.95 ± 0.04, average

tual data shows that there is no perceptual bias, as we found balanced

beta estimations), whereas the highest ratio response to the compo-

percepts between inward and downward interpretation (no significant

nent motion direction was from the incoherent domain (1.13 ± 0.05

difference between both durations) (see also Costa, Duarte, Martins,

vs. 1.04 ± 0.07, average beta estimations). The analysis of response

Wibral, & Castelo-Branco, 2017).

ratios between incoherent and coherent perceptual sub-domains to

In line with previous reports, we found that the incoherent per-

each axis of motion revealed that this effect is significant at the group

cept induced higher hMT+ activity than the coherent percept

level (p = .015). The response ratios were on average 0.93 ± 0.04 and

(Castelo-Branco et al., 2002; Duarte et al., 2017; Sousa et al., 2018).

1.10 ± 0.04 for the axes of motion matching pattern and component

This possibly reflects a larger number or size of functional units

motion, respectively (Figure 6). Ratio values below and above one

responding to the component motion. Indeed, the perception of com-

depict whether the coherent or the incoherent perceptual domain is

ponent motion involves two moving surfaces, whereas the perception

more responsive, respectively.

of pattern motion involves only one. Perceiving incoherent motion
may be associated with activation of a larger pool of neurons, which
could account for a higher BOLD signal, if one assumes a linear rela-

4

|

DISCUSSION

tionship between neuronal activity and the BOLD signal (Boynton
et al., 1996; Logothetis et al., 2001). It is also consistent with the

In this study, we investigated whether size-matched sub-domains

lower number of voxels that we found to prefer the coherent percept,

related to perceptual content can be found within hMT+ and whether

compared to the incoherent one. Therefore, it was important to assess

they mostly reflect the nature of the input or decision. To answer

size-matched functional domains to test our hypothesis.

these questions, we used a bistable perception paradigm and assessed

By contrasting brain responses to both motion percepts, we

neuronal responses during ambiguous visual motion stimulation, as

found functional sub-domains, within hMT+, differentially recruited

well as for moving grating stimuli matching either pattern or compo-

according to the participants' perceptual state during ambiguous stim-

nent motion direction of the ambiguous stimulus.

ulation. It has been shown that overall activity in the hMT+ reflects
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global motion interpretation of perceptual bistability (Castelo-Branco

highest response to the pattern-matching motion direction was found

et al., 2002). This 7 Tesla study goes a step further by investigating

in the coherent domain, whereas the highest response to the

perceptual domain responses instead of looking at the overall activity.

component-matching motion direction was found in the incoherent

This allows us to disentangle between theories postulating that the

domain. This suggests that the ratio of the responses of hMT+ sub-

BOLD signal mainly reflects input or instead perceptual readout. We

domains to pattern and component-matching motion directions

first identified different hMT+ functional sub-domains modulated

reflects either coherent or incoherent perception. Therefore, informa-

according to the visual motion perceptual content. Coherent percep-

tion about the perceptual content, and not solely of the nature of the

tual domains encompass voxels highly activated by motion in the

input, is also present in population responses. The notion that one can

coherent percept and incoherent perceptual domains encompass

retrieve in hMT+ both perceptual content and response matching

voxels highly activated by motion in the incoherent percept. We then

axes of motion input support the reports of previous studies that

investigated whether the identified functional sub-domains could

suggested quasi columnar-level neuronal correlates of perceived

reflect hMT+ input, as suggested by the observations that LFP signals

direction in the hMT+ region (Schneider et al., 2019).

are a mirror of BOLD signal (Logothetis et al., 2001) and mainly reflect

In sum, our study shows that bistable perception is reflected

the nature of the neuronal input (Khawaja et al., 2009). Logothetis

not only at a global level in the hMT+ region but also at the level

and Schall (1989) have suggested that some neurons might be rec-

of perception-related functional sub-domains. Such perceptual

ruited to respond to the early sensory input but not to the perceptual

sub-domains exhibited response properties possibly reflecting

experience. On the other hand, Maier et al. (2007) have suggested

both the nature of the hMT+ input, as well as perceptual content,

that although the majority of feature-responsive neurons in the visual

as indexed by responses ratio. We suggest that, based on different

cortex can contribute to the resolution of sensory conflicts, this

metrics, both the sensory input and the perceptual output can be

depends upon the exact type of stimulus conflict.

decoded from perceptual sub-domains of hMT+. Future studies

When tested for different axes of motion using grating stimuli

investigating the inherent limitations of BOLD fMRI to discrimi-

matching either pattern or component motion directions, hMT+ per-

nate between input signals from local computations will be further

ceptual sub-domains revealed different stimulus dependence profiles.

required.

The incoherent perceptual domain responses were revealed to be
direction-selective, in contrast to the coherent perceptual domain.
This asymmetry is consistent with the input hypothesis. Component-

5

|

CONC LU SION

selective domains should respond in a stimulus-dependent fashion,
because their input is direction-selective, unlike pattern motion

It remains controversial whether fMRI BOLD signals truly reflect the

domains, which receive input that is not direction-selective. There is

local regional activity. This debate stems from monkey studies show-

substantial evidence for a two-stage mechanism of global motion

ing that they might in fact mostly reflect the input. Here, we took

computation. It involves a local component stage in highly direction-

advantage of the unique organization of visual hMT+ to directly

selective neurons in V1 (Movshon & Newsome, 1996) followed by a

address this question in humans. This region contains component neu-

pattern stage in hMT+, where vectors comprising multiple directions

rons, which receive direction-selective input, and pattern -neuron

can be combined due to the input non-selectivity of pattern

populations, which input comprises multiple directions. We hypothe-

responding neurons (Adelson & Movshon, 1982; Albright &

sized that if responses reflect input, component -neuron domains

Stoner, 1995; Movshon & Newsome, 1996; Rust et al., 2006). Unlike

should show stimulus direction -dependent changes, unlike pattern

V1, hMT+ contains not only local motion-selective component neu-

-neuron populations. The response amplitude of the perceptual

rons (around 40%) but also pattern neurons (around 25%) which can

domains is in agreement with the input hypothesis. However, when

combine the component cells' outputs as moving surfaces (Movshon,

we analyzed relative ratio response ratios they mirrored perceptual

Adelson, Gizzi, & Newsome, 1985). Therefore, the lack of selectivity

interpretation. These findings unveil a dual nature for the BOLD signal

for axes of motion in the coherent perceptual domain might be related

and show that largely conveys information about the functional prop-

to the varying tuning of input neurons (with selectivity for different

erties of regional inputs.

axes of motion) involved in the coherent percept. The fact that a
lower (pattern) neurons percentage is activated was controlled by
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